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Preface

The Asset Standards Authority (ASA) is an independent body within Transport for NSW whose purpose is to drive excellence in asset standards management by creating opportunities for increased innovation, while ensuring safety and efficiency in design, construction and delivery.

The ASA is responsible for engineering governance, assurance of design safety, and ensuring the integrity of transport and infrastructure assets.

The ASA promotes and contributes to the development of industry capability by developing and publishing guidance material on organisation-level competency frameworks, thereby promoting development of technical and engineering capability.

This AEO Guide to Systems Integration has been developed on the technical processes of ISO/IEC 15288:2008 by the Asset Standards Authority establishment team, reviewed by a consultative group containing members from Transport for NSW stakeholder groups, and approved by the Asset Standards Authority.

This AEO Guide to Systems Integration forms one of a suite of systems engineering documents and guidance notes written to help engineering organisations understand the Asset Standards Authority's interpretation of systems engineering processes.
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1. Introduction

The Asset Standards Authority (ASA) has established an engineering framework based on systems engineering principles and methods that include systems integration and interface management. Authorised Engineering Organisations (AEOs) should implement this framework to manage Transport for New South Wales (TfNSW) engineering activities over the total asset life cycle.

2. Purpose

The AEO Guide to Systems Integration establishes recommended interface management and systems integration management principles and methodologies for AEOs engaged in providing engineering services to TfNSW, particularly systems integration services.

The AEO Guide to Systems Integration further develops the guidance described in the AEO Guide to Engineering Management.

2.1 Scope

This systems integration guidance has been based on an expansion of the technical processes of ISO/IEC 15288:2008. It focuses on the ASA's interpretation of systems integration in the context of work performed by AEOs on behalf of TfNSW.

2.2 Application

This guidance document is primarily intended for application by AEOs conducting systems engineering activities related to the engineering services provided on behalf of TfNSW.

The guidance provided in this document applies to organisations applying to be authorised to carry out engineering activities on behalf of TfNSW. This includes organisations responding to tenders, and those applying to be pre-registered as an Authorised Engineering Organisation in order to be considered for tendering for TfNSW work.

This guide is not mandatory, but it does provide general recommendations for prospective AEOs, and is tailored to address high-level systems integration requirements.

3. Reference documents

References in the text relate to latest editions unless specific editions are cited.

3.1 International standards


3.2 Australian standards, acts and regulations

AS 4292:2006 Railway Safety Management (parts 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5)
3.3 TfNSW and ASA standards

TS 10500 AEO Authorisation Governance Framework

TS 10501 AEO Guide to Authorisation

TS 10502 AEO Authorisation Requirements

TS 10504 AEO Guide to Engineering Management

TS 20001 System Safety Standard for New or Altered Assets

3.4 Other references

INCOSE TP-2003-002-03.2.2 Systems Engineering Handbook. A guide for system life cycle processes and activities

SEBoK v1.0 Guide to the Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge (SEBoK) version 1.0

4. Terms and definitions

The following terms and definitions are used in this document:

AEO Authorised Engineering Organisation

ASA Asset Standards Authority

assurance is the evidence of effective management

authorisation the conferring of authority, by means of an official instruction and supported by assessment and audit

authorised engineering organisation a supplier of a defined engineering service or product that has been assessed and granted AEO status by TfNSW

compliance the state or fact of according with, or meeting, rules or standards

ICD interface control document. Alternatively referred to as ICS Interface Control Specifications.

IDR Interdisciplinary Design Review. Alternatively referred to as IDC Interdisciplinary Design Check.

N² diagrams a graphical representation to define the internal operational relationships or external interfaces of the system of interest

responsible a duty or obligation to satisfactorily perform or complete a task (assigned by someone, or created by one’s own promise or circumstances) that one must fulfil, and which has a consequent penalty for failure. Responsibility can be delegated.

review a method to provide assurance by a competent person that an engineering output complies with relevant standards and specific requirements, is safe, and fit for purpose

SME subject matter expert
5. Systems integration requirements

The ASA *AEO Authorisation Requirements* states the following mandatory requirements for Systems Integration:

"An Authorised Engineering Organisation shall have interface management arrangements that set out the process, responsibilities, structure, tools and deliverables"

"An Authorised Engineering Organisation shall ensure that all interface requirements under the control of its engineering services are identified, captured and managed"

"An Authorised Engineering Organisation shall ensure that interface design reviews and checks are conducted at appropriate stages of the design process by competent subject matter experts"

"Authorised Engineering Organisations shall identify and manage interface risks and outcomes that may have a safety impact"

"An Authorised Engineering Organisation that intends to offer rail systems integration services shall demonstrate that it has suitable management arrangements to plan and carry out the integration of all the declared systems"

6. ASA interpretation of systems integration

System integration is bringing together component elements into one system, ensuring that the elements function together as a complete system, and ensuring the new system integrates within the existing system of systems.

Systems integration as defined within ISO/IEC 15288:2008, deals specifically with the assembly of implemented elements, and verification of the system against its design properties.

The ASA has broadened the application of the term ‘systems integration’ to include the technical effort required to simultaneously design and develop the system, and the associated engineering processes through consideration of all life cycle stages and needs.
The ASA has included the activities of interface management across all life cycle stages in its definition of systems integration. This includes the need for interdisciplinary coordination; and design reviews at key project stages.

As a result, this guidance document includes the key systems integration activities defined in ISO/IEC 15288:2008, as well as details of interface management and interdisciplinary design review activities.

7. Interface management

Interface management is performed to ensure that discrete elements and systems can function together to achieve the planned emergent properties of an integrated system.

Interface management includes definition, analysis, control, and communication of information.

7.1 Interface management activities

Interface management activities should include the following:

- plan interface management
- identify, define and analyse interfaces
- control interfaces
- review interfaces

The output of the interface management activities should be formally documented, as they form part of the evidence that supports systems and safety assurance.

7.2 Planning interface management

An interface management plan should be prepared to specify the processes for the identification, analysis and control of interfacing systems and elements, both internally and with external parties.

An interface management plan typically provides processes for the following interface management actions:

- identify the subject system and its component elements that require intra-system interfacing
- identify the systems external to the subject system that require inter-system interfacing
- assign responsibility and authority for interface management in all interfacing organisations or teams
- specify the information to be exchanged over inter-system and intra-system interfaces
- identify the interface requirements included within the scope of works
• identify the interface requirements derived in design, development, installation, integration, testing and commissioning of the interfacing systems and elements

• identify the technical strategy for developing, testing and deploying each interface, including specification of the requirements, design and testing documentation

• establish the development schedules, including identification of resources required to manage interfaces through the system life cycle stages

• specify the management and technical skills required at each stage of the system life cycle

• verify and validate the interface process

• specify the configuration management and quality management procedures relevant to interface development, including identification of major gate reviews

• identify a strategy for the management of safety, or a cross-reference to the appropriate safety management procedures, including references to an interface hazard analysis register

An example interface management plan is shown in Appendix C.

7.3 Identifying and analysing interfaces

The following steps should be followed to identify and analyse interfaces:

• define the interfaces

• identify the interface sources

• capture the interfaces in a matrix

7.3.1 Definitions of interfaces

Interfaces are the functional, physical or informational characteristics which exist at common boundaries between items. Interfaces allow systems, equipment, software, personnel and data to be compatible and operate successfully with each other.

Three types of interface are functional, physical, and information.

A ‘functional system interface’ exists between two different systems, including two different elements. Such an interface arises when one or more functions within one system interact with one or more functions in another system. For example, when a fire detection system identifies a potential system event and an alarm is activated at the relevant control desk. A logical interface is a subset of a functional system interface.

A ‘physical system interface’ is a physical or passive item of equipment, or link between the two sides of the interface. For example, cable trays supporting communication cables.
An ‘information system interface’ is the exchange of information between people or parties that enables the project, product or service to proceed. For example, issuing design drawings to another design discipline. Another example is the exchange of manual records between people in operations, based on paperwork logs or record sheets.

### 7.3.2 Interface sources

Every interface represents a potential risk. All interfaces should be identified, defined and analysed during architectural and functional system design, prior to commencing any physical design activities.

The key sources of information for identifying interfaces include the following:

- existing standards and interface agreements
- stakeholders, including enterprise, users, operators and maintainers
- stakeholder specifications and scopes of work
- architecture use cases
- concept and reference designs
- the environment within which the product or service will function
- affected third parties

Interfaces can also be identified or derived through functional analysis of stakeholder requirements, and can exist within the required product or service. These are referred to as internal interfaces. Interfaces between the desired product or service and the surrounding environment are referred to as external interfaces.

### 7.3.3 Interface matrix

An interface matrix provides an overview of all known high-level interfaces for the system of interest, as defined by the project scope. This matrix assists in the initial definition and planning of interfaces, and associated analysis. A common type of interface matrix is an N² (N-squared) diagram. An N² diagram is a visual matrix, which requires the user to generate complete definitions of all the system interfaces in a bi-directional, fixed framework. Producing an N² diagrams requires a systematic approach to identify, define, design, analyse, and document functional interfaces. N² diagrams can be applied to both intra-system and inter-system systems interfaces, which include hardware interfaces, software interfaces, human-machine interfaces, and external environment interfaces. A key advantage of using N² diagrams for the management of both inter-system and intra-system, interfaces is the identification of areas where conflicts may arise between functions.
The 'N' in an N² diagram is the number of entities for which relationships are shown. The key system functions are placed on the chart diagonal. The rest of the squares in the N² matrix represent interface inputs and outputs. Interfaces between functions flow in a clockwise direction. When a blank appears, there is no interface between the respective functions. When all functions have been compared to all other functions, then the chart is complete. An example of an N² matrix is illustrated in Error! Reference source not found..

![Figure 1 - N² interface matrix for railway systems](image)

### 7.4 Controlling interfaces

The following documents are used as tools for controlling interfaces:

- interface register
- interface control document

#### 7.4.1 Interface register

Having identified all known high-level interfaces, these should be documented and linked or cross-referenced to the source in an interface register so that the associated potential risks can be managed. Meetings should be arranged to define and detail each of the interfaces, together with the respective ‘owners’ of the interfaces.
An interface register should provide a record of all physical, functional and information interfaces, both internal and external. The register should contain enough detail to ensure that all interfaces are identified comprehensively. The register should provide details of each interface, including its boundaries, detailed description, actions against the interface, and an ‘open or closed’ status to identify if it has been fully reviewed and managed to completion. The register also includes a ‘required by date’ to identify when actions associated with a particular interface, or when provision of interface information, must be completed.

The type of tool used to record and manage these interfaces should be tailored to the needs of the project. For low complexity projects, a spreadsheet may suffice. For complex projects with many stakeholders, a database or specialist tool may be a more suitable.

The interface register should be updated regularly. The interface register is issued in configured baseline releases, either periodically or when specifically required in the system life cycle.

The interface register typically includes the following fields:

- a unique alphanumeric code which identifies the two systems being interfaced
- a serial number that uniquely identifies every interface
- a description of the interface
- the interfacing organisations and their responsible subgroups
- the party responsible for leading the definition and management of the interface
- planned and actual dates for the definition phase
- planned and actual dates for the resolution phase
- an indication of whether or not the interface is safety critical. If yes, the interface will be subject to further safety and systems assurance processes.
- the current status of the interface (identification, definition, resolution or closed)
- progress status (on time or late)
- issue number and date at which the interface register was last updated

An example of an interface register is shown in Appendix A.

7.4.2 Interface control document

An interface control document (ICD) describes the interfaces between internal elements or between systems. They are alternatively referred to as interface control specifications (ICS).

ICDs are used to manage the definition and control of the interfaces of a system and its elements. The design of systems solutions are thereby bound by ICD requirements.

Each ICD should communicate all possible inputs to, and all potential outputs from, a system to the potential or actual user of the system.
An ICD should be prepared for systems and elements that have a large number of detailed components are significantly complex, or where the level of information required is greater than can be recorded by a simple interface register. For interfaces between systems and elements of low complexity, it may be appropriate to provide full details of the relevant interface within the interface register, without the need for a separate ICD.

An ICD can be a drawing or a document that depicts an interface in as much detail as is necessary to bind the scope of requirements on either side of that interface. It should only describe the interface itself, not the characteristics of the systems or external environment, that meet at that interface.

An ICD should be a 'living document' which is reviewed and updated on an ongoing basis until agreed and signed off. All potential changes to the interface should be discussed with all interested or affected stakeholders, and any changes to interfaces or the introduction of new interfaces must be reflected in interface control documents.

When the definition of the interface is finalised and agreed, all the interface stakeholders should sign off on the ICD.

Each ICD should be developed with input and agreement from all interfacing stakeholders, but only one stakeholder can own and be accountable for the ICD document.

The structure and content of an example interface control document is shown in Appendix B.

7.5 Reviewing interfaces

An interface review is a formal meeting held between interested stakeholders and affected design teams on a multi-disciplinary project. It may sometimes be combined with an interdisciplinary design review. An interface review is performed to ensure that all aspects of one or more selected interfaces are considered and discussed, and decisions recorded. The interface review meeting is the place to discuss and resolve all interface problems. The review may also result in the identification of new interfaces, or identify new properties or issues associated with interfaces already captured.

Incorporating interface design into ongoing regular design team coordination meetings, where all affected disciplines are present to identify, define and agree on the developing interface designs, is considered best practice.

Interface hazard analysis workshops are performed to identify and manage interface hazards and associated safety risks. Further details of these workshops can be found in TS 20001 System Safety Standard for New or Altered Assets.

8. Interdisciplinary design review process

An interdisciplinary design review is a specific check that the design has been thoroughly analysed and defined, including all inter-system and intra-system interfaces. Interdisciplinary design reviews are also known as interdisciplinary design checks.
Formal interdisciplinary design reviews that provide assurance to stakeholders that the interfacing systems and elements are compatible should be performed for all inter-system and intra-system interfaces.

An interdisciplinary design review should be held prior to project gateways, milestones and deliverables. As a minimum they should be held during both the concept and development design stages. The reviews should be held sufficiently in advance so that any actions emerging from the review, including design revisions, can be completed in sufficient time to enable the project milestone to be achieved.

All system elements and interfaces should be represented in the interdisciplinary design review process. As a minimum, the design manager and the discipline or system element leads should participate. It may be appropriate for other project team members to attend to ensure the review addresses all necessary areas. Other members may include the interface manager, project manager, safety manager and environmental manager.

The design manager should prepare an agenda and circulate it to attendees. All documents and drawings to be reviewed should be circulated and reviewed prior to the meeting. All documents and drawings should also be presented at the meeting.

All comments, issues, conflicts, and resolutions should be recorded on an interdisciplinary design review record sheet.

The interdisciplinary design review process is shown in Appendix D.

9. Systems integration

Systems integration is the assembly of component elements into one system, and ensuring that all elements function together as a coherent system.

9.1 Purpose of systems integration

The standard ISO/IEC 15288:2008 states:

“The purpose of the Integration Process is to assemble a system that is consistent with the architectural design.”

This process combines system elements to form complete or partial system configurations in order to create a product specified in the system requirements.

Systems integration as defined in ISO/IEC 15288:2008 deals specifically with the assembly of the implemented elements, and verification of the system against its properties as designed.

9.2 Systems integration activities

Systems integration is performed on the system and its elements, and on the system and its external interfacing systems. The objective is to ensure that elements are integrated into the system and that the system is fully integrated into the wider environment.
Systems integration activities should include planning and performing systems integration. The output of systems integration activities should be formally documented and recorded as configured evidence, because it forms part of the evidence supporting systems and safety assurance.

Details on requirements traceability and systems architecture are covered in the ASA guidance documents TS 10505 AEO Guide to Requirements Definition and Analysis, and TS 10508 AEO Guide to Systems Architectural Design respectively.

### 9.2.1 Plan systems integration

The first systems integration activity is the definition of the systems integration plan. This includes the integration sequence, which is a series of progressive integration levels through to the complete system integration. It includes details of any testing tools or facilities that need to be used or coordinated.

### 9.2.2 Perform systems integration

The following activities should be performed:

- assemble the system elements according to the systems integration plan
- confirm that the system elements have been verified and validated against the specified acceptance criteria
- verify and validate that the system elements have been interfaced correctly in accordance with the applicable interface documents, e.g. interface control descriptions. Confirm the correct flow of information across internal and external interfaces at each level of assembly. See Section 7.4.2 Interface control document.
- verify and validate that the system elements have been assembled correctly. Confirm correct functionality of assembled products through integration testing and analysis at each successive level of assembly.
- document the integration testing and analysis results, including any non-compliances and remedial actions. Document and control the architectural baseline including any modifications.

### 9.3 Systems integration outputs

The output of the systems integration process is expected to be a fully integrated system that meets all the stakeholder and user requirements. The following evidence and outputs of the systems integration activities should be recorded:

- systems integration plan
- systems integration enabling requirements
- any constraints arising from the integration strategy
• integrated system
• interface control documents
• interdisciplinary design review records
• system integration report

The specific evidence that an organisation needs to demonstrate its systems integration processes will depend on the scope and nature of the work provided to TfNSW, including the level of safety risk management required. For this reason, this document only provides an overview of the processes that AEOs need to demonstrate. It does not outline the evidence that an AEO should produce in order to be authorised to perform systems engineering for TfNSW.

10. Roles and responsibilities

The principle roles involved in systems integration, interdisciplinary design reviews and interface management include the following:

• systems integrator
• interface manager or engineer
• design manager
• element design lead
• users, installers and inspectors

10.1 Systems integrator

The systems integrator’s role encompasses the following activities:

• develop the systems integration strategy and program
• lead the implementation of the systems integration strategy
• provide high level support of the interface management process
• formally approve the interface management plan
• champion the interdisciplinary design review process
• assure systems integration and interface management success in line with the project programme
• communicate any systems integration and interface issues to the client and other interested external parties
10.2 Interface manager

The interface manager's role encompasses the following activities:

- create and maintain the interface management plan
- create and maintain the “live” interface register
- produce the interface control document template
- facilitate regular interface meetings
- establish and document reviews of the interface register
- maintain the interface management program

10.3 Design manager

The design manager's role encompasses the following activities:

- ensure that interface requirements are developed within the project system and element designs
- ensure that interface control documents are produced where required
- ensure the commitment of the design team to interface management
- provide input into the interdisciplinary design review process

10.4 Element design lead

The element design lead's role encompasses the following activities:

- detail all interfaces relevant to their elements
- collect relevant information from internal and external parties to enable element specific interfaces to be fully defined and managed
- provide information to the Interface Manager for regular reviews of the interface register
- attend interface meetings as required
- ensure adherence to this process and taking full responsibility for their element interfaces
- delegate a responsible person for each interface

11. Records

Systems integration including interface management is typically be supported by a number of records. These records include:

- interface specifications
- interface management plan
• interdisciplinary design review records
• integration test plan
• integration test specifications
• integration test reports
• updated requirements verification and traceability matrix

12. Railway station example

The following example of a railway station identifies the typical assembly of elements and systems into a combined system of interest.

Individual elements combine to form systems, which themselves combine to form a system of systems. Each element firstly needs to be individually integrated to operate as a stand alone element. The next step is to integrate each element into systems, for example the fire hydrants, fire alarms and fire control panel should be integrated together to deliver the fire control system.

The final step is to integrate each system into the wider railway station system, to ensure that all the elements and systems function together as a coherent overall railway station system.

The overall railway station system can only be available for entry into operation when all elements and systems have been successfully integrated into the overall railway station system, and verification and validation of the overall railway station system has been completed.
Figure 2 - Example of systems integration application – railway station
## Appendix A - Example interface register

### Table 1 Example interface register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Interface Type</th>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Date Identified</th>
<th>Interface Boundary</th>
<th>Description of Interface</th>
<th>Actions and Comments</th>
<th>Traceability</th>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>Date Required</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00008</td>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>PLC Networks</td>
<td>CCTV Sub-system PLC</td>
<td>15/12/2005</td>
<td>Ethernet SCADA Ethernet Network Switch</td>
<td>Operator control and monitoring of the CCTV Sub-system.</td>
<td>• Capture in TCS SCADA and PLC Networks CCTV Sub-system SDS and SWDS. • Capture link on SCADA Functional Block Diagram.</td>
<td>IT Team</td>
<td>IT Team</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00012</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>CCTV</td>
<td>SCADA Sub-system</td>
<td>08/06/2009</td>
<td>SCADA Workstation</td>
<td>Failure detection of DCVs</td>
<td>• Document in CCTV SRD • Document in SCADA SRD • Document in PLC Networks SRD. • Document in ICS</td>
<td>IT Team</td>
<td>IT Team</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000382</td>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Normal Handset</td>
<td>WIB B0 LV Switch-room</td>
<td>21/07/2010</td>
<td>Structured cabling Normal Campus</td>
<td>Switch-room Telephone to Normal Campus</td>
<td>Installation Required by Stakeholder</td>
<td>IT Team</td>
<td>CBI</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000383</td>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Normal Handset</td>
<td>WIB B0 VI LV Switch-room</td>
<td>21/07/2010</td>
<td>Structured cabling Normal Campus</td>
<td>Switch-room Telephone to Normal Campus</td>
<td>Installation Required by Stakeholder</td>
<td>IT Team</td>
<td>CBI</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000417</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>TDM</td>
<td>Handset</td>
<td>21/07/2010</td>
<td>Emergency Phone 26</td>
<td>Structured cabling TDM Campus</td>
<td>Emergency Telephone to TDM</td>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>IT Voice Production Design</td>
<td>IT Team</td>
<td>CBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000418</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>TDM</td>
<td>Handset</td>
<td>21/07/2010</td>
<td>Emergency Phone 27</td>
<td>Structured cabling TDM Campus</td>
<td>Emergency Telephone to TDM</td>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>IT Voice Production Design</td>
<td>IT Team</td>
<td>CBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000017</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>CCTV</td>
<td>SSTP</td>
<td>04/06/2009</td>
<td>CCTV approval form</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CCTV</td>
<td>SSTP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000018</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>CCTV</td>
<td>Fire System</td>
<td>08/06/2009</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fire alarm call point locations to be covered by &quot;object specific cameras&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fire Systems Team</td>
<td>IT Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B - Example interface control document

A typical example of the structure and content of an interface control document is shown below.

Cover sheet

- interface title
- subsystem A
- subsystem B
- interface control document (ICD) number
- revision
- approvals
- date last updated
- quality information - author, reviewer, approver
- revision history

Interface summary

- interface summary description, scope and status
- reference list
- abbreviations and definitions

Interface detail

- interface title
- introduction - a short description of the interface covered by the document
- purpose of document - what interface parameters need to be defined and resolved in the ICD
- interface functional description - the functional requirement of the interface
- interface technical description - all technical aspects of the interface necessary to fulfil stated purpose of the ICD
- configuration and demarcation points - identify the configuration of the interface along with the demarcation points of each partner’s works
- scope of work - define each interface partner’s scope of work up to the demarcation point
- interface class
- interfacing entities
- interface type
• requirement source
• intent
• safety critical details
• assumptions, dependencies, constraints
• risks
• interface owner declaration

**Interface management arrangements**

• documentation and communications
• data and configuration management
• requirements and assumptions, dependencies and constraints management
• risk and issues management
• hazard management

**Interface technical aspects**

Interface technical aspects should include one or more of the following:

• key performance data
• spatial requirements
• weights
• mounting or fixing requirements
• access requirements
• electrical load
• heat dissipation
• environmental requirements
• control interfaces
• data communication requirements
• electromagnetic compatibility requirements
Appendix C - Example interface management plan

An interface management plan could include the following contents:

- Introduction
- Objectives
- Assumptions, dependencies and constraints
- Scope and application
- References and standards
-Abbreviations and definitions
- Roles and responsibilities
  - Interface manager
  - (Safety) risk manager
  - Interface owner
- Interface management process
  - Interface identification
  - Interface architecture
  - Interface control
  - Interface programme
  - Interface specification
  - interface design and implementation
- Interface control
  - Traceability
  - Configuration management
- Interface deliverables
  - Interface (management) register
  - Interface control documents
  - Interface requirements specifications
Appendix D – Interdisciplinary design review process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responsibility</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Originator</td>
<td>Design documents and drawings sent to disciplines for review</td>
<td>Originator will prepare and send both the agenda and IDR record to each discipline along with design documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewer</td>
<td>Disciplines review design documents and drawings</td>
<td>Comments from reviewing discipline leads should be sent to the originator before the IDR workshop or brought to the workshop. The IDR record should be updated to identify where comments are held or attached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originator</td>
<td>IDR workshop is held. Originator is responsible for ensuring all comments are addressed and instigates any further communication required to resolve any issues. Action taken to address comments should be recorded on the IDR record.</td>
<td>All comments from the review stage should be raised and addressed. These comments may come from workshop attendees, or from participants who could not attend the workshop and have contacted the originator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originator &amp; Reviewer</td>
<td>On agreement that all actions arising from IDR comments have been addressed, the originator and reviewing discipline leads should sign the IDR record confirming that all comments raised have been addressed to a satisfactory quality.</td>
<td>The signed IDR record should be held under document controls as assurance evidence that the process has been followed. Signatures can be &quot;wet&quot;, electronic or by another project agreed process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originator</td>
<td>Once all issues have been resolved, the originator can release all the design documents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 Interdisciplinary design review process